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40 SYNOfSIS
In the Fall of 1956 the Pennsylvania Department of High=
ways constructed the first of two experimental continuously-rein-
forced concrete pavements. Ihis paper is a preliminary reportoD
the construction procedures and investigatory details of these
research pavements.
The first of these projects i.s on Route 111, near York.
In this project, measurements are bei.ng made of the strain in the
bar-mat reinforcing steel in a uniform 9-inch pavement. In addi-
tion, studies are being conducted of the crack frequency, the
~rackwidthJ and the slab temperature •
This paper describes a theory gov~rni~g the behavior,
the details of construction an.d i.nstrumentation, and the results
obtained during the first two months of the life of the paveme.nt.
The se.cond project will be .on Route. 22, near Hamburg,
in which the pavement thickness will be varied to include sections
of 7,8, arid 9-inch thickness. The reinforcing will be. bar-mat,
with the exception of 1000 feet of. welded wire fabric. In add1~
tion to strain measurements, studie.s of temperature distribution,
pavement warping, longitudinal movement, crack width, and crack
fr.e.quencywill be made. This paper describes only the p~ans for
this impending research prQjecJ;..
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Bo INTRODUCTION
T.he trends in pavement design have moved slowly towards
the use of longer pavemen,t slabs. Historically, the first concrete
pavement in the Un! ted s·tates,' at ,Bellefontaine, Ohio, consisted
of plain concrete blocks five to six feet square and six inches
thick. Under the influences of experience and research in the
field, re.inforced pavement slabs have incre.asedin si~e to enC01Il=
pass 12-foot lane widths, lengths of from 30 to 100 feet, and
thicknesses of from 6 to 10 inches or more. The use of steel re=
inforcement has been added as a means of tieing cracks in the
pavement together, and to give the 'pavement slabs some additional
flexural strength.
The design of conventional reinforced highway slabs,
with load-transfer joints every 30 to 100 feet, is based on the
assumption that mi.nor thermal cracking will occur between the
joints, and that all deformations will be mobilized at the load-
transfer joints. This form of construction, though quite success=
fu1 in the context of previous experience, is not the optimum
condition that can be accomplished wi.th reinforced concrete
pavements 0
For many years, h~ghway engineers have given thought
to the design and construction of reinforced concrete pavements,
based on the principle that if cracks that form are held tightly
together, there is no reason why the pavement cracking cannot be
permit~ed to occur at any natural interval 0 The mere existence
of cracks does no damage; the damage occurs when t.he cracks be-
come of such width as to permit pavement pumping and extreme strains
in .. the steel due to vehicle loads~ Thus we have. a continuously
.reinforced concrete pavementwher~ the reinforcement is of such
size as to hold .the cracks to non-objectionable widtho
The logical emphasis thus would be taken away from stre~s
I
considerations and be placed .onthe relation between the strain
in the steel and the width of crack opening 0
Such pavements have been. constructed as experimental :.
projects in New Jersey (1), CaUfornia (2), Illinois (3), Indiana
(4), Texas (5), and now in Pennsylvaniao
"Fundamentally, the behavior of a given continuously re~
inforced concrete pavement is dependent on at least three factors:
the shrinkage of the concrete; expansion and contraction caused
by temperature; and strains induced by imposed external wheel loads.
The ini tial behavi.or of concrete is such as to inidate
internQ.l capillary forces which attempt to contract the concrete
by what is ge,nerally referre.dto as IIshrinkage" 0 In reinforced
pavements, the restraints offered by the bonding of the concrete
to the steel and thesubgrade will establish net tensile forces~
When this tensile force is of the magnitude of the rupture strength
oftha conc~ete, a shrinkage crack will form.
The temperature mechanism of cracking, for continuously-
reinfor.ced pavements, is quite similaro For a given temperature
drop~ there will be less total displacement than for a slab unre~
stT~ined by a subgrade. The magnitude of DDrizontal movement will
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be dependent upon the restraining hori,zontal shear stresses mobi=
lized between the subgrade and pavement. The effect within the
pavement will be to establish a net tensile force, restraining
movement. The magnitude of these forces~ at. any p,!int, will de'"'
pend on the temperature drop and the resultant net movement. The
distribution of forces will start from zero at the free end, and
build up to full re.straint at some distan.ce from the free end.
At some point, relatively close to the free.e.nd, the tensile
strength of the concrete will be reached, and the slab will
crack.
Once the first crack develops, the steel will form a
bonded dowel at the crack and will maintai.n the con.tinuity of the
pavement.
,Under this conception of temperat.ure deformations only,
the restraint stresses will bui.ld up to a point of complete re=
strai.nt throughout the central portions of the slab. Subsequently,
in theory, the frequency of the initial temperature cracking will
increase towards the center section of the pavement. In the sub-
sequent temperature cycles, the inelastic deformation of the sub-
grade will play a very considerable part in the partially restrained
portion. At the end of the initial temperature drop, the slab,
except for the free ends will be in a state of tension. When the
temperature reverses, there will be a tendency for the cracks to
close as the tensile strains are relieved. Since the closing of
the cracks depends on the ability of the pavement, in the partially
restrained areas, to move over the subgrade g and since the movement
, :!.s not completely reversible., the pavement will not, for the same
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temperature change, return to its unrestrained.condition.Thu8
residual tension strains will be establi.shed,andthese strai~
will become ,.c1\J1Ilulativene.ar the ends whererelativeiy large move-
men~s can occur, and.almost zero in the central portio~s of the
.slab where there is little or no movement. ,After several cycles
of build-up of residual strains, the end portions of the slab
wi1lbestrained in tension such that they will crack, .and thus
a high frequency of .crackingwill .occur at some n~minal distance.
from the free end. This process will continue until the subgrade
.soil is so strain-conditioned as to reach a state of force-defor-
mationreversibility•. After a p~riodofseveral years, excluding
load efforts on the pavement, the total range of temperature
variations will be achieved, and the.crack pattern will .stabilize.
This type of crack pattern was observed 10. Illinois (3b).
It is certain that the .mechanisms of capillary shrinkage
and temperature expansion and contraction are in operation to
varying degrees of .magnitude at all time. Initially, the shrinkage
concept is probably the predominant one, while at a later age the
temperature mechanism .will be the major one. Initially all cracks
are probably due to shrinkage, and these cracks set the pattern
of future behavior.
Theeffec·ts of wheel loads on .a continuously ,reinforced
pavement are such as to catagorize the behavior as no longer rigid,
but.semi-flexible, ~ithalmostcompleteinteraction between the
bonded cracked slabs, provided the aggregat;e interlockis'not broken.
In addition to other effects, previo1Ulsly described, there
____ 0." •
~.
will exist. a tendency ·for the pavement to warp under the influence
..
,.
of unequal temperature distributions.
The objectives of the study being .madeatLehigh University
are primarily of a .fa~tual nature for a highway under service c'pndi=
tions·. On the hypothesis that the previously mentioned mechanisms
are correct approximations of the actual behavior of .the pavement,
certain.measurements are basic to the proof of validity of the be-
havior mechanism•. In the first instance 9 itis necessary to meas-
ure behavior at a crack to determine the crack width .opening and
the strains in .the steel..In actuality, the strains in the steel
are only of importance when they are of such magnitude as to per-
mit a crack to open .to objectional widths. The basic study being
,made is to determine the crack width and steel strain as a function
of the thermal oscillations •
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c. YORKPRQ.JECT
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The fir.st study to be made of continuous pavements in
Pennsylva~ia is being .made near York on.Route 111.
The experimental section of.Route 111 is six miles
north of York, and i,s a part of the main nor.th=south highway in
.fennsylvania, linking Harrisburg with Baltimore, Maryland. This
highway is adual=lane road with two l2-foot· lanes in each traffic
direction.
The total length of the cQntinuously reinforced section
is 11,559 feet. The pavement is uniformly 9 inches in thickness,
resting ona 6=inch granul~r base course. The 0.48 percentage of
longitudinal reinforcement is provided by bar-mats 16 £eet long,
as shown in Figure 1.
The pavement design was set by the Pennsylvania Depart-
BleD.t of w'ghways and caUed for the reinforcement to be placed at
tbe pavement mid-thickness ..
Thesouth.end of the continuously reinforced concrete
pavement joins the .standard pavement by means of a Jinger-type.,
bridge expansion joint. The location of this joint is at station
971+70. The north .end of the experimental pavement joins the
standard pavement by means of four standard expansion joints, the
firs.tone being at station 1087+29. The expandon joints were
spaced 61. 5 feet.apart in the standard, paVeEut"
,.' .:
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At the end of a dayi s pour, the co~struction joint was
formed by a bulk~ead~ wit~ continuous reinforcement running through
the bulkhead a minitmml distance ofS feet •. Table .1sl'l!lows a tabula':'
tion.o£ the location of the daily constr\lllction joints, the date
paved, and the air temperature variations d\!Jlring the day. It should
be noted that the south end ofehe job was bulkheadedat station
97.2+99, without the placing of the filffiger",type joint. This joi~t
will be installed in the Spring of 1957.
The pave.mernt was pomed in 12 c,foot lanes. The jl\.1lncture
between lanes was accomplished by use of a keyed joint and 1/2-
inch round hook bolts, spaced 5 feet on centers.
,2. '. SUISltJRFACE :~O][L .CONDITIONS
. Thesuograde construction of this highway was accomplish-
. edin accordance with the \!JlS\!Jlal procedures of the Pennsylvania
Department ·of Highways. .T~e normal procedure was to place all "'
£1118 in 8=inc~ .loose lifts, and to compact with a roller until
the satisfactory compaction is adllieved. Satiriactory compaction
is evidenced by non-movement of the soil beneath the roUeI'. In
. general, subgradec01lll!paction was achieved by use of a sheeps£oot .
.roller alrfld/or a flat wheel roller, while the base ,course was COlll,:,
pacted bya nat wheel roller •
.~ record of the s~bgrade8oil conditions, in regard to
theso:U size and plasticity characte:dstics~ are.preaented in .
Table 2 for t.ypical sc~.l groups. These samples .were taken at the
elevation of the finished grade.
..
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Several in~place density determinations by sand cone
method were made inthe area of the top lift of the fill sections.
The results of these. determinations, as expressed·in terms of t;he
per cent of a standard Proctor compaction test, are presented in
Table 3.
The residual soil mantle was derived from the underlying
Brunswick Red Shale. In general terms, this deposit is a triasic
deposit With up to 5feetQf soil mantle overlyirig 10 to 20 feet
of we~thered rock.'
:': .
The soil samples were taken at intervals of 200 to 400
feet alort~ the eQtiretength of highway. The maximum depth of',
'. sample was 3 feet below subgrade elevation.
In terms of the AASHO soil classification system, the
. .
general run, ofthe'subgrade soils was in the groupclassif1cation
ofA";'4, with a maximum group index of 8. . There were a few sample.s
of groUp elaa"ification A-2-4, and of A-6. The . liquid limit mois-
.; ,t~recontent for most of the subgta~esoi1s was between 23 and 2-8,
with a few between 28 and 35. The plasticity index for the major-
i ty Qf the soils was under 10, wi tha few exceptions, in whic'h
. . . '.' . .
case the·PI was liDdtedto a maximum of 18. The per cen~ finer .
. than the No. -20.0 sieve varied from 27 to 84 per cent, wi·th~he
majori ty of the samples intne vicinity of 50 per cent passing
the No. 200 sieve.
In terms of rating the 80ils as to potential perforinanc~
as a highway 8ubgrade (6), the higllpercentage' .ofsil:tyand clay..;
.' ,
..:",
, .
soils would indicate that the potentiali ties forfrost~heaving
would be moderate to objectionable for,g~ouridwater cond1tio~
within 0 feet of the pavement. The ~b~urface drainage of these
soils would be poor, and they would exhibit a potential capillary.
rise of from 7 to 20 feet. The overall expected maximum dry
densities would range fro. 110 to 120 pounds per cubic foot. It
is to be expected that thesubgradesoil would have normal cap-
il1ary saturation of about 100 per cent of optimum moisture,
which ranges from 10 to·14per cent by weight. These soils are
susceptible to pumping. The above performance rating~ indicate
that. the permanence of the compacted fill, in terms of i ts re~ ;"'
lative supporting ability, is fair to poor. These Boils are
.8ubjeet to considerable loss of support due to climatic variations.
The measured in-place densities varied from 94.to 105
per cent of optimum Proctor density. Thedensitiesweretaken:
from an exposed surface that had been subjected to several weeks
of heavy traffic, and the strengthening effect of capillary
evaporation,
Under the local climatic conditions the free~draining
6-inch compacted base ,course should alleviate most of the potential
frost.=heaving, pumping, and drainagecondi tions. In addition, ·the
base course.will act as a load=distributing mechanism to spread the! .
traffic load over the subgrade, and thus tend to alleviate the
PO-tential loss of support.
In order to determine fbe fluctuations of the ground
water level, seven peizometers are beitliplaced in key locations
-11
in the experimental section.
3. PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
Ihe 9-1nch experimental pavement was constructed as a
portion of the regular contract for the entire highway section.
The contract specifications and plans call for the Pennsylvania
conventional lO-inch pavement to be installed at either end of
the experimental pavement. The southern section of the standard
pavement was installea in the Fall of 1956. The lO-inch pavement
. on the northern end will be i,nstalled in the Spring of 1957, in
anticipation of opening the highway to traffic in July 1957.
·Air-entrainingcement .was used for a design: mix .of 1;
.~~79 g3.5,. and 5ga11on8 of water per sack of cement. The per-
centage of entrained air, on a voiumetric measure, varied from 2.2
to 3.3. The slump of the concrete varied from 1-3/8 inches te
2=5/8 inches. The Gesign slump was 1~3/4'inche••
,. Structural properties of the concrete were determined
by the Pennsylvania Bepartment of Highways in the course ·of their
routine highway testing. The tests performed were on plain con-
crete beams, one being poured on each day of paving, and standard
'concrete cylinders taken sporadically along the highway. The
results of these tests are presented in Table 4.
Six concrete cylinders, taken from the. test-panel area, ,
were sent to the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University.
, Two cylinders were tested on the 49th day after the pour. The
. " ..: .....
." .. ' .
0" ',:
, ~, .
.. ~. .
" '
\:
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The remaining cylinders will be tested at various time-intervals
in the first year of life of the pavement.,
,The reinforcing steel conformed to ASTM Specification
A15=54T for hard-grade steel, and A305=54T for deformations. Based
on mill reports, the steel yield point had a range of from 60,800
to 90,400 psi, with an average (}f 77,800 psi. The tensile strength
ranged between 92,000 and 134,700 psi, and averaged 118,500 psi.
The elongation in an8~inchgage length varied from 10 to 14 per , '
cent, with an average of 11.3 per cent.
,A stress-strain curve, based on tests at Fritz Laboratory,
of two randomly-selected bars gaged wi t:ha 2-inchextensometer ,is ',','
shown in Figure 3. This curve was used as a calibration to con-
vert strain readings in the pavement reinforcing steel to stresses
in the ,steel.
In general, the construction follm;ved the usual pro=
cedures used in Pennsylvania; the variation ,being slight in the
," .' ..... : ...
, ,
....., ".;'
: ~.
vicinity of the gaged area.
.' .".
The concrete fro. the ~xer was dropped in front of a
,screw-type mechanica1spreader. The concrete was struck off at
4-1/2 inches and was vibrated directly hehind,the spreader, along
the edges of thela1ne.Tbe reinfo!:'cinssteel, fahricatedinto
bar-mats, "was pl,ced immediately behind the spreader • ''!'wo 6-foot
,wide mats were then placed and lapped longitudinally a full 12
inches to provide continuity of steel, as shown in Figure 4. ,After
several lengths of reinforcement were placed, the spreader would
';;' 'move back and complete the remaining 4-1/2 inches' of pavement. '
.' .,"
.'
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At this time the finishlng,equipmentwould move innnediately be-
hind the spreader. The pavement was cured by using ,c~ring paper
which, remained on. the pavemen.t a minimum of 72 hours after pouring.
At the end of a day's pour) a spl!t-header board .bulk~
~eadwa9 constructed) with reinforcing steel runrtingcontinuously
through th.e joint•
. At the test section) where the strain and temperature
instrumentation was installed, a slightly modified procedure was
followed. .In this area) an instrumented bar-mat was. installed on
chairs) well ,in advance of the pavement, and was So placed that it
.wou1d be in the middle .ofaday's pour) as shown in Fig\1re5. The
first·liftof concrete was placed up to-the instrumented.JII,Ilt. ,CoD.-
, crete was omitted over this. area) and then placed several mat lengths
in advance of.the test area. The ,regular steel was then placed)
working back ,from the test rods a distance of 75 feet.
After the steel was fully placed, both behind a.ndin.
front of the test area, the spreader was moved·hack.and pro-
ceeded to complete the:second lift. ,When t~e spreader reached
the test area, afu119 inches of concrete was poured very,care~
fully to avoid disturbing the instrumentation. No vibration was
permitted in this area. In it's stead) the ,coacretewas carefully
~odded to avoid honeycombing•. This procedure is shown iriFigure
." ..._; ....
..... ,.....
6. Examinatibn of. the pavement,edge, after stripping the forms)
......
indicated that at least in the examined area, the honeycombing
was kept to a minimum•. Once the concrete was placed) .thefinish-"
iilgprocedure followed the normal pattern•
. '
"
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40 .mST SECTION
, ,
. . .
. ' .
A single instrumented test sectioltlwasinstalled in the'
York project. It was at .this test panel that the 'directmeasure~
mente of strains in the steel ami concr~te,welre made•. The test
section was located at station 1051+50, a distance of 3569 feet
from the north end, and 7980 feet from the s01lJ.thend of the ex=
perimental pavement, in the oilltside northbound lane.
The purpose of establishing the test panel was to create
a crack, in as natural a manner as possible, and .to i.nstrum.ent the
st.eel at, and in the vicinity of the crack, in order to measure.
the strains at the crack. In addition, it was desired to measure
the crack opening~ the temperature distribution in the concrete,
and the strai.n,s in the concrete itself, in the vicinity of the
crack. These studies are to be supplemer.ted by an overall crack-
frequency study and a road=roughness study. to be made by others •
. A strip of corrugated sheet steel, 4 inches high, was
installed to cause a controlled crack. Corrugated sheet was used
:ttl place of straight metal as a means of simulating. as closely
as possible.• th.e effects of. a jagged crack, or what .is someUmes
referred to as aggregate interlock.
.The general pattern of the instrumentation is shown in,
Figure 70 T!he b••iciustrumentation consists of bakeli teSR...4
strain gages mounted on the reinforcing $teel. Th.ese gages are
of the AB~3 type with a nominal l3/l6=inchlength•. Out of 20
bars, a total of 6 were gaged. The bars at the crack were
double=gaged to average out the bending strains» wh.41e the gages
.....
..... -:
'"..'''
..... '.
, ,.'
.,',
.... ", I
<.\ '
away from the crack were placed on the si.de of the bar for the same
pract~cal purpose. The gage~ away from'~he crack were ~placed a~
distances of 2 feet and 4 feet from the crack~ as a means of
IDeasuring the bond developmenta III order to break the' bond at
the crack, all non~instrumented bars Were wrapped with rubber
tape at the ctack=former. The length of the taped area was 2
inches, this being the length in which the bond of the instru-
mented bars was broken•
The installadonpr<lcedlire was to place on chairs,
t1bl6 iml8tlr~!1ltfld b~s,i11l t!Jle,tGst area. The lead wires were
pulled through a flexible conduit which led underground" from
,',
the edge of the pavement to a control hox 'at the edge of the
,right=of"~way. ,When the instrumented 'rods were placed, a bar-
mat wi th spaces for the instrumented ba'rs, was dropped over
the loose bars; the,ae bars were then ti.ed to the mat to form
a standard bar-mat. A photograph of a secti<ln of the instru=
. '
mented steel at the~!'ack is shown in Figure 8.
~ive temperature gage$were installed in thepave=
ment and base course. At the edges of the lane these gages,
were placed in the center of the pavement depth. At the
center of the lane three gages were placed; the bottom one,
. :'.
",
one inch into the, base cour8e~ the seconds one, inch up fre-.
the bottom of the slab, and the tMrd, one, incp below the
top of the pavemento
The temperature. gages were constructed of a 3&.. inch
length of insulated -nickel wire wound around itself to develop
.. ;
.;.' ."
.. "
...:"
..•....
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17 ohms of resistance. in the coil. The gages were constructed in
such ..$..' manner .thatby proper. calibratioJr'l~ temperature recordings
· were made by··placingth;e. tempElrature gage. across the active leg
.0£ anSR-4 strain .i.ndicator» while \Using a fixed 120-0hmprecision
. .-' .
· resistance as the compensating leg. l.n effect» the temperature
gages arereac;l in the same manner as the strai.n gages. A photo-
'graph of the temperature gage and one of the SR=4 gages two feet
away from the crack» is shown in Figure 90
In order to determine the wi4thof the crack, as related
to strains 1n steel at t!&e crack, two sets of Wh.ittemore gage plugs
were usedo Plugs were p1aced,lO. ~nche8 apart, spanning ,the ex~.
pectedcracko ,Two sets of plugs were placed; one near the shoulder,
the other near the longitudinal joint. Tnehrassplugs to be in-
stalled were temporarily bridged by a thin .sheetofbraas, to
· which the plugs wel'eUghtly soldered. The entire assembly was
.' . ". .
inserted in .the wetconCrete~ .After the>. i:rmH:ial set~ the brass
strip l<TaS removed al1td the inl tial readings taken<> At each. reading,
the Whittemore gage was. calibrated against a mild steelstan.dardo· .
,For extreme computed effects of temperature change and differenee
. in the thermal expansion coefficisntsof .concrete and mild steel,
any errors due to calibration would be o~t8idethe normal reading
accuracy of the instrument. Thus it was decided that additional
precision was unnecessaryo
An attempt. i.s being made to determine the s trains in tbe
:concr~te itself, at a known distance away from the crack, .To ac-
complishthis end, a strainometer was developed..; The strainometers
described here are ~ly otte of two types being developed at ·Fritz
i ""' ..
".
.> .
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Laboratory, and do n.ot necessarily represent the tinal thinking
.oftha authors on .tMs subject.4S s.hown in lligure lJL. the.Btrain=
ouIeter itself i.s~h:i.ned from Reynolds alU:m:im,nn alloy 6063~T5 stock,
3/4-inch,wid.e and Ij8=1.nch thick. As shown, tIme center ,portion
is reduced in width to 3/8=incmo . Theinstrmnent itsel.f:has a.
total length of 8 inches. In order to aid in the bond develop-
II8ltt J two 1l4=in.chroundal'llmli!1J.llml pin.s, 1 inch long,' were plaCSJd
by being forced throught.he stock at each .end.· The location of
the end pin was 1/2=inc1'm.from the end, and ~ pins were placed
1 iucit apart. The total leng.thof the .reduced sec.tion 'Was 2-1/2
incbes. On. this frame were plac~4 two:A8-3 gages, and the entit'e
assembly waterprQdfed in .the ~&ruSWtl to thi& pro-jE,iet... The
strainometers ~ag i.n.stalled, areshowD. in,PipreUo . Due to the .
developmental nature of these strainometers, they are at the
present. time1l.lndergoi.ng an extremely ri.goro1l.ls series of laboratory
tests. Alth.ough, .all indicationS to dateuE!! ofexceUent per.form-
ance ll furdller details of the behavior of the strainometerwill
have to'waituntilall t~ tests have been exhauste.d.
The relnforcing,roqs were prepared for strain ~ges by
reducing. their nomina15/8:",in.cb. di.ameter to a tr.ue diameter of
9/16=inch in a.. lathe•. The length of the. reduced section 1ifa$2
inches, witb:su:i.table fillets, . to reduce the effects of stress
concentrations. T~~reduction in area~ eff~ctedatotal reduetion
itt.steel pe~centage at tl'r.e preformed crack from 0.48 .toO.4S par
cento The'SR-4 gages were attached to the bar wi th ,bakelite
cem.ent, and then kept under hea.t.and pressure to ensure a good
bond." A.fter the bonding was complt:ted~ a thin. coating .of.t\rm-
""'"",".-.'
0.
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strong plastic cement was .pplieddirectly over the gage J includ~ .'
iug l/4~i~h of the metal baro Only the gage leads wer~ left~- .'
posed, and .these wer~soldered to two conduetor=shielded cables
. which formedthe.lead wire. The lead wires were No~ 1.~ polythe1ene
insulated shielded copper Wirecablso At this stage, the leaci.\.
wires were soldered to the gage and the wire.s loopedovertbe
··gage•. The wires were then held in place by glass fiber thread
.tied around the bar 0 • After tying down the wires, the gagean4
wires were given another coating of plastic cement. At the end
of this operation, the gag~ under normal condi, tions,. wOuld be
. .
completely water-proofedo Because 0# the abnormalities to be
expected in this ~sage of strain gages, an additional water-
proofing was applied by coating the area with a self-vulcanIzing
.neopretle.compound. In order to prot~t the gages ftom·thesur-
rounding concrete, abra!son-resistant vinyl tape was wrapped
over the entire area.
As a final protectioDs the gaged area was coated with.
Glyptal immediately prior to,the.placing of the concrete, The
installation was made on October 10; 1956. The latest sat of
data being reported here was taken on December 5, 1956, almost
two months after the installation. All 24 strain gages were in
good operating condition from the start of the test until the
end of November 1956. The December 5, 1956 readings showed
that.one of. the gages at ·the crack indicated an open circuit~
It is the authors· opinion that the most probable reason for
t.his gage failure was th.e fatiguing of the small lead wires un4er.
th.e, high strains, and strain reversals, leading to a r;:upture ·of
thewire~ Inno case has there bee.n· any indication, to date, of
gage failures due to POO'I wa.t.erproofing.
-As was ment:loned ea.rUer in thIs paper, the lead wires
extende.d un.der the base cm..crsE. and s'houldex' to a wate-r~)\iJ:roof ter-
m.n.a.l box located at. the edge of the riaht=of~way. The terminal
.box was mounted in a pro te.c: ted steel hons tug £0'1'.' securl ty. . Each
lead wire was co~ted to female jackcomnections on a ter.minal
board, as shown in Figure 12. Readings were taken by use of an
SR~4 indicator that could be arM trarily pl\IJgged i.n.to the female
conn.ections by ~B of ra~c 8Qh~all plllllgs, as shown in Figure
13.
" WberevE:lt' pos:d1bl~, cheeks were pLaced in the. sys tem so
. t;hat~ barring gage faill'J,res, the system would :u:~co,rd as tri.tean
indic.ation of strain as possible. All SR-4 gages were compen-
'". ;'
.,:."
the steel., and oue for the al1l1i.uU,IlUm, each compensating plate, was
sated for temperature boy compen.satoi,ng plates cast. into the pave-
ment. Altuougholrrecompensatinggage, and pIa.teare required for .
..'
.-. ;:..~. " :'. , .
.... ','" . ," :~:.'~:": <~," .'. ", :;.""
,
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In order to dete:r.·mi Ili.e the drift of t.'il:l:a:. ~ndicator box
zero position. from one set of observati~ to the next, two pre-
eision reslstanc.e.s we.re ~unted in. the. terminal box. By completing
of the re,ading, a correctio!1l. can be appU.. e.d fo.t:' any drift in the
instrument. Inaddition~ the compensating gages can becbeck~d
for gage drift by using both gages as the active and co~ensating
legs of the bridge. Olle, of dile biggest tmponderables in the lo~-
time use of.SR=4 gages ls, the change in the relation between in-
~ted .resf.stance of the' ~t1v~ 3~@B and the stralno At the pre-
...
'", .
:~ '.
sent .time there is no method known of determining. the.. lldrift" of
an SR-4 gage under strain, inan.exactor abaolutemanner •. However,
by taking the elementary precautions of using .the most stable type
of gages available, the:authors were able to deduce, from the rate
\ .
of straining of adjaeentrod~'and. the very saall prebability that
all gages were drifting' ,equally, that tbetotal gage drift to date
was small.. Based on the abtn1e reasoning, the authors believe tba.~
. the re~u1ts reportee .1tl tbeaext.action of this report are S(:cu-
rate within one percentoft.he indicated strain readings over
a short period of .time, .and not· a great ·deal more ove.r a longer
period..
..... "
, . ~... ..
," ....
... -..
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, 5. EARLY BEHAVIOR,
.the test section was poured at 1:10 P.M., oQ.October 10,
1950. ,The air temperature recorded at a nearby weather station
Q . 0
was 50 F; the sun temperature recorded at the ette was 60. F ... Tba '
. ftHt ....·~ .. suhsequent to the p0urw~~111,..ld,wit.J1
.d!eairtemperature down to 2SO,F.. Betsween6 :00' and .8:00 .A.JiI.., .oD
. ,OCtober 12" .acrack4eveloped by. shrinkage, 4irectly over tIlean--
ro~ated~ack~fo~.Wberas the maximumstraift prior to the crac~~'
in,g r'at:lge.d~tWeen a tension of 80 micro-inche.s pe.r lnchanda .CQIII-
prenton of 180 micro-inches per inch, the first reading after
1
.eracking indieatedthattbe9traindevelopedte.675miero~i~
per iriehor te.nsionat ·the. shoulder .edge. Thtawas an increase
. .. .
in.t.enai1,e. stra1nlnthe·bar of54l 'IIIkro-inchesp~r-tneh~.. Tbe .
erackwidthinitiallyWlll8 8 ..80S3-incb•. While thecuringpa.pe't' was
on the pavement, tbest~ains fluctuated between~ro andteQS11e
....
' ...~ .
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strains only slightly.higher than the initial recording at the
crack. The air temperature during this period was i.n a warming
cycle 9 with an 8~degree. rise. in minimum temperatures and a19~
degree rise in maximum temperature. Within 50 micro~"inches per
inch~ the strains at the pavement edge remained in a constant
daily cycle~ dropping to zero in the afternoon, and increasing
to a,bout 100 micro~inches pe:!' inc:h l.i!.'learly morning.. Themeas-
urements of the crackopetling showed similar behavior, with-a
maximum opening ofO~0087-inch and a minimum opening of zero.
The constancy of these fluctuations indicate that the insu-
lating effects of the paper influence the curing, and thus the
.cooling of the :concrete was matched with increase in air tem=
perature~
The curing paper was removed five days after the, pour~
.Simultaneou91yand coincidentally, the air temperature during
that day in.creased 2 degt:'ees, and the sun temperature increased
about 10 degrees above the previous day. As a result of the
shrinkage J the range of straining :1.n the steel showed a net
increase of 250 micros in tension at night and decreased4uring
the day to. a total of 150. mJc:t:'o:!J" in compress.lono
Considering the mechanism for behavior of continuously
.reinforced pavements, ~nder the influence of temperature and
shrinkage, the above observed behavior does not indicate any
contradiction. Three related phenomena are occurring at the
san\e time, The general rise in temperature is greater thartbE!~.
fore, the curing is increasing the bond properties, and the
,., .
.... "
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. pavement is tending to "shrink" a greater amo\Jntby :capillary ·dry'"
fog than before. The effect ~f temperature rise is to impose net
compressive strains in .the steel, previously tensioned. The 1n-·
crease in bond tends to transfer greater strains to the steel in
.general, and the tensile shrinkage stresses are also greater than
before.
During.the hot,sunny days that occurred, just subsequent
. .
to removing the paper, the net effect of the heat and shrinkage
was a relatively small compression which was larger in magnitude
than previously recorded. At night the shrinkage stresses be-
came small.er, the .curing .rateslowed down, and .the temperature
decreased. Since the pavement was no longer insulated, the tem-
perature lows, in the warmer period, remained the same as during
the colder period when insulated, Thus the net effects due to
the higher shrinkage stresses and bond properties, was to increase
the net tensile strain in the steel.
.A comparison between the slab temperatures and the
strain in the steel shows that when the temperature fluctuations
reversed themselves, and the.slab temperature returned to its
starting temperature in a given 24=hour period, the strains show=
ed a similar reversal. Since the position of the test section
was within the area of complete restraint, this is as it should
be. Unfortunately, it is not possible, in this experiment, to
prove the concept of strain residuals quantitatively, Whe.n the
data on the crack survey ,and .the.crackwidthsurvey have been
an.alyzed, this tentative hypothesis can be checked.
. '.
"
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Figure 14 presents a complete strain temperature record
for the shoulder edge bar on the 28th and 40th .days after pOur .
It should be noted that equal slab temperature gradients resu.lt
in equal strains over an intermediate perlod of time~ Thi.s
should not be surprising, e:l{c.ept that with complete; analysis, it
should be possible to establish .quantit.at.ivestxain meehani.sms
based on the temperature gradients. Thus the design of these
pavements canoe keyed to the e~pected temperature fluctuations
in .a given geographical region?
FigUA.Te 15 indie.ates the s train Hue tuations of the
shoulder edge bar as compared wi th the mean .air '. temperatures
take~ ata nearby weatlhle:r.station~ and slab temperatures. Since
.this air temperature record is the only continuous temperature
.record available, it is presented as a general indication of
overall behavior. The temperature over t.he. reported period,
although averaging norma1 9 according to U.S. Weather Bureau r~~
cords, has shown. some of the: wide-st va:r:U,ations in..Weather Bureau
.history" Tb..us it. can be said. that this pavement underwent~ in
its early life 9 a very severe test indeed~
Betwe.en 40 and 56 days ~f -age; the pavement steel
reached such strains. as to .be in the yield range. Immediately
after the 40th day observation, the temperature dropped suddenly
and markedly, as shown in Figure. 15. Thi.s temperature drop,
although abnormal, was not of slJlchmagnltude as to be statistically
of remote possibility. The. increase in therestr&:ilDlt forces were
the.n such as to excee.d thE, yli,€:ld point. of·t:hesteel at the crack.
. ,: ..
,,'.,
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.During theobse.:rvations take~ on :tllne ·40thday, tb.€~ cr.aCk
. .
.width varied bet.ween 0.0151~inch and O.0190=inch, while. on the 56th
day, the crack width .vuiaUon fluctlU.atedbetweellllOo0142=iw:.hand
.OO'Q216~incho· The. nearest ..cra.~k to the pre.forme.d :~rac:kon bot:h~=
·casions, w,as 17 feet: to the north and 12 .feet to the south. The
suaiQ,away from the crack has never €xceede<dl00 micros, to date ..
The. t.ransverse dis tribut:i.onof s t:ra:ln is shown i.n Figure
',' "
16.. Prior t.O the formation O-fthecrac.ks~ tYmest:l:'a.ins b~iltup
in suena manner that the second instrumented bar from the shoulder
developed the highest st:t~:b~a'o
, ,...
... ': :~' '. : ' ,
", ' '
. , ..,-
."~
a.ble immediately after. the pcttl:', at the first set of readings taken•
.The stT.aJ.n distribution before and. after . the c.rack formation is
similar.~lth.agingand temperat~re effects on the paveme~ts
.developin.g~ this l!:'el.sUvelyhighly=stra.:i:nedbar tends to pick ~p
more strai.n and also relieves the e<!ge .~ of strai.n. By the 40th
da.y~ the .second int.ed~bar had-~xceeded its yield poin.t and_naW
'. .
was' showing great stralndlf£erenc.;es. Ori tbe bas.i.s ofa we2.kest=
link theory, this~hly~strainedbar initiated the process by
·~cb all theothar bars €ll..1!::t,:>;eEided the yield point of the steel.
. Once yield started, the strain pattern completelyre-:
adjusted itself _within the hQlding power of the tiE,~bar and the
y.i,~ldpoil1t.of the indivi.dual bar 0
1:'~ apparente.ffect of the tie=har is to hold the pave-
ment together and thus reduce the strain in the bars at the lona-
itudinal joint. This phenomenon :is r:efl~cted imthecrack width
lJ}.€asurements by the fac.t.tMt ureoi!.\tei4ecrackopening i8 00001-.
; ....:
:.
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inch wide.r them the tns.i.de crack opening.
The strain indicated, when considered over the entire
section, is a di1l:ect measure of g;ID!@f(!J)r~e T.C!l~lYlired to maintain :
complete restraint. In order to adjust the deformation conditions
and to make them- compaU bI'-e wi ~Jl;n. the-· f~rce condi. tions, there wi 11
be indivi.dualbar.strain readjlU>S~t9 to conform with the boundary
~ORditions and the ~terial properties of individ~al bars. Thus,
the result is t,.>r.e appal"e~t:]., E!!lr:t'at.ic stV'sit! pattern shown in Fig-
ure 16 0 These bars are in t.ime vid:nity of the yiald point, and
t:rill show relatively la:rr.ge strain va:dado!!.s in the readjustments
gf deformations resulting from the constraints put on the system
by the tie-bars, a~d the metallurgy of !~~vi~ bars. This is
probably a trans 1.en t:, phenomenon which will dLssipate with addi-
tional straini.ngo
It is difficult to predict the future, especially since
one must postulate tt€ climat€~ but -extrapolating other experiellCes
"
to this circumstance, there. is every reason to believe tha't this
pavetllle.nt will. perf~rm satisfactorily despite the high strains
being measuredo On::.ce beyond th€;;; y.teld point, the cyclic nature
of the phenomenon is going to introduce~ to an unknown degree,
the influ.ence or strain t.arde.ning of the. steel" Any such influence
can only affect the. pavement in. a .favorable manner, by increasing
the yield point and thus limA. ting the. crack opening 0
',"
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.. D. HAMBURG PROJECT
A second project on continuo\lsly reinforced pavements:.is
. scheduled for paving in the .Springof.1957, and is .located on .
~~oute 22, near Hamburg, Pennsylvania.
This projectwillbeone·:lnwhich the pavement thickness
is varied to include thicknesses of 7~t8, and 9 inches; the base
course will be varied to include a 3-inch thick base course and
a 6-inchbase. A schematic layout ·ofthe proposed highway is
.shown i.n Figure- 17.. At about the-midpointsta-tiening &feach
section of pavement thickness change, and in the section containing
wire mesh, an instrumented test panel.consisting .of a prefor~d
crack will be' established•. Itis.at these preformed cracks that
measurements will be made of the strains in the steel at the
crack, and in the immediate vicinity of the crack. The reinforc- .
ing bars in all cases, will be No.5 longitudinal ·bars and No. 3
. transverse bars. The steel will be hard-grade steel. One
thousand feet of pavement, as shown, will be reinforced with
we~dedwire fabric, using 1/2~inchlongitudinalwires .. The steel
perc~Iltage for the entire· job will be constant at approximately
0.5 ·~r cent of the pavement cross-sectional area.
In order to determine the magnitude.and distribution .of
horizontal movement of the Bamburg pavement, surf~e plugs 100'
. feet a.part, will be installed in theeast-bound·lane,-andthe rel:~
. Attie .' mDvement of these plugs will be measured. Absolute motion
will .be ascertained by lise of reference monuments q.:ff the shoulder.
, .
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The study of warping effects of the pavement will cons~st
of three phases. The first will determine the temperature distri-
bution as a function of time and climatic conditions in the pavement.
base course. and subgrade. This will be accomplished by the care-
fllll placing of resi.stance-type temperature gages in the pavement-
base-subgrade system, at such locations as to develop the ve~tical
and transverse temperature distributiono In the same area that
the temperature gages are placed, the pavement surface will be
spotted wi thtransverse plugs, so that the relative profile can
be measured. In addition~the transverse No.3 bars in this area
will be i.nstrumented to determine the warping .strains inthestee.L
In addi tion to the above.-mentioned s tudlLes, there will
.be a crack survey in which the average crack widths,at selected
stations, will be measured in addition to a total crack count.
As ··a mean.s of quanti tatively measuri.ng the riding ,qualities of
the c.ontinu.ously rein.forced pavement, it is anticipated that a
road-roughness survey will be conducted.
,~ ,
In order to measure the dynamic effects of traffic on
pavement pexformance, an overall traffic count will be made. In
add! tion to this ge.neral information, specific information will
be &obtained with re.gard to the s train behavior of the steel ,
und.er the in.fluence of.moving loads, by me.anlil of strip chart
recorders " and trucks of known we.ight.
-28
,E. CONCLUSION
This parti,cular study. of continuously reinforced con-
crete pavem.ents is as yet i.nits infancy, and as a result, no
abBol<tlt-e"Ji~onc11llsionscan be dr.awn. One fact is ap'parent; within
theregioiUof.comparable data, &, close parallel exists between
theYork~ Pennsylvania 8 amd the Illinois pavements, both being
poured in the same pe~iod.of~e year, and both showing high
,strains at aneuly age. It will be interesting to see the
differelM:e for pavemenU conatructedin warm weather, such..as
wi.l1 occur at Hammburg.
The study to date has indicated that the hypothesis of
areas of complete rest'raint is va1:td. Possibly the. crack. survey
w:Ul bear out t.he; remaill1der of t,1meJh.ypothesis as to residual
straiX1B i.n t)me end areas. The importance of early behavior be-
in.a t!lle key to net perfo:rma.nce seems to be borne out by the anal-.
,sis of strain development.
One factor, which was not covered by this report
sbo1illd·notbe i.gnored. This is the part that the ·bond area of
the .steel plays i.n tLrlle total picture. The proje:ctat ·Lehigh
University ia commi.tted to the lUseof a fixed size and percentage
of:reinfo:rci~gbar8,ba,.sedonstu.d.e1.rd esigns. Itis the opini9B
. . . ",'
of .theautTmor.s that the .maglmitude of the crack Width, crack
frequency, and the strains i.n thest.eel, are directly relatable
to the bondB~:r.faceavailablein the steel. It.is ho~edthat
other investigations in .tms field ,will consider tMsfact, 80
tb&tittillbe 'o~ned.to,experimental verification.
-29
In addition, the authors hope that other future investi=
. gations in this area open the door to studies of the effect of
. traffic vibrations onpavementbenavior, and in particular, .to the
repetitive action .onthe shearing .strength mobilization between
the pavement and.subgradeo
tinuously reinforced pavemf'.rrts at Ym:·k and Hami'mrg, by the Pe:on-
sylvania Depa:tt;menL of: Ei.ghways. all.a. tt•.c; He So Bureau of Public
-30
.Fri tz Engineering Labo.cat.ory - Professor. William
J •. Eney ,,Oirec tot'.•
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TABLE 1
STATXONINGOF DAlLY CiONSTRUCTIONJOIN'rS
=35
.Date
Paved
Beginning
ofPouL
End
of Pour
Temperat:tI~e
( de.greesF)
9-18-56
9-19-56
9-20-56
9-21-56
9~25=56
Northbound Inside~
1087.+ 29 1065+ 03 2226 SO = 71
1065 + 03 1043 +~l 211~ .42 =.66
1043+91 1024+ 46 1945 . 40 .",'. SI
1024.+46 998+52 25~4 32 ... 51
998+·'52 912 +99 2553 44= 62
...
9-26=56
9"27~56
10- 1-56
10<e 2"'56
10- 3,..56
1087+29
1064+15
.1043+05 .
1018·+93.5
991 +30
1064+ 15
.1043 +05.
lOIS' .<} 93 •.5
.991 + 30
912 +99
2314
.2110
2411.5
2163.5
1831
43 = 55
45 ... 53
50-68
50 - 70
55=12
Northbo\lJln.dOuts:i:de' ·l,ane
-~ -
. 10= 9=56
.10=10=56
'10-11=56
10-12-56
10...15-56
'1087 +29 1063 +22.7
1063 +22.7 . 1035+0902
1035.+09.2 uno +85
uno .+ 85981+ 74
gtu+ ·74 '72 +91
240601
2513.2
2124
2911
876
42= 64
38 ... 56
.30 - 59
34-61
'··41, ... 83
,So\IJ.thbolJ',nd Out.sida Lan.e.;;;..;..;;...,;;;;;;.,.;.~;.;;, --
10..15-56
10-16... .56
1O~17=~
10,;,,18-56
10-19-56
972 +98
984·+53
1013+35
.11>43 + ·18
1071.+81
984+153
1013 +35
1043 +18
101l.<}81
1007 + 29
1154 .
2882051
3042.53·
2i03
1547.5
.41··~ 83
43 .,. 55
54 ".83
5.4-' 76
45 =6S
.TABLE .2 ... A
.IDENTIFICATION ..CHARACTERISTICS OF 'SUBGRADE AND BASE ·.COURSE. SOILS
971+70 984+50 998+50 1012+50
Locati.on to to ta- to.
984+50 998+50 1012+50 1028+50
"\ -I
. % Finer than:
1=1/21t Sieve 100 100 100 1.00
3/41t Sieve 97~lOO 100 98-100 100
No. 4 Sieve 91=100 93-100 94-100 93-99
No. 10 Sieve. 88- 99 89- 99 90- 97 88~97
No. 20'. Sieve 85- 98 83- 98 82- 95 86-96
No. 40 Sieve 64- 9.5 72= 94 67- 89 79-92
No. 60 ,Sieve 46- 92 61- 90 49- 82 66-81
No.100 Sieve 31- 89 51.- 86 . 37- ]6 66-73
No.200 Sieve 29- 84 41- 81 29- 69 42-69
O.OoSmm. 23- 49 27-57 22- 42 26-40
Li.quidLimi t 23- 35 24- 38 23- 33 2.2-28
P1a$ticity Index 3- 14 2- 18 .2- 13 2- 9
=37
TABLE 2 = B
IDENTIFICATION CHARACTER1$'rXc;S OW,·SUBGfR,ADE AND BASECOURSE:SQILS
1028+.50 1042+50 W54+S0. 1010+50
Locat:ton to to to to lase
1042+50 1054+50 1010+.50 1087+27 .Col1.U'se
% Finer t!1lan~
·1-1/2" SiE<ve 100 lOO 100 100 .. 100
3/481 Sieve .100 100 n~lOO 100 87
No. 4.Sieve 96=100 98=99 71=97 87=91 53
.No. 10 ,Sieve 92=1.00 94·~98 61=95 80=92 29
·No. 20 ,Sieve 86=100 92=98 '65;"93 78=81 27
No. 40 Sieve 69= 99 88=91 59=92 .72=85 20
No. 60 Sieve.. 55= 99 19=96 50=90 64=81 15 . .. :,:
", "" '
.....
","
No.lOO.Sieve 41~ 91 61",94 40~87 54=78' .. 12 .' . ':, ".'
NOo200.Sieve 36= 88 48=82 31·,80 40=75 7 ..
00005 111m. 28= 40 25,~34 21=29 25=32
L1«t1.'Uid L;1mi, t 24= 31 23=21 23=29 24=29
Plasticity 4= 8 .2<> 5 OcolO 2= 8 =-
:l!'.ndex
\.
=38
TABLE,3
SUBGRADE .SURFAC,ECOMPACiED DENS:[TJ[ES
" LOl~ation Fe.r Cent
_Compa~ tiOIll
97S-HJO 99.0=101.7
979400 95.7=100.1
982-K>O 96.8= 91.5
987+00 96.3=101. 6
990+00 100.3=1.00.9
993+00 9/-10 1-100.6
996+00 9709= 99.1.
999+00 9909 00 102,.5
lOO2-J{)O 98.2'" 99.2
1005-+00 100.0=102.0
1.008+00 102.0'~1O2.4, .
lOU-+<>O 103.0=104.0
1014-W0 Hll. 1"102 •.3
1011+00 101.3
1027+00 100.0
1031+00 100.4
1042+00 95.8'0 98.2
1047+00 101.3 ..105.3
1057+00 102 00
106'.7-f{)0 9504,"10003
1017+00 99.8"10001
108HOO 10500
: .. =t:.
TABLE 4
.sttucTlJRAL .PROPERTIES ,OF CONCRETE
(Pennsylvania Department ·of Highways Tests)
Test ' Age No. of.' Results (psi)
(days) Samples Min. Avg. Max ... ··
'"
'.
-
-...-,Beam 10 7 590 660 110
Beam 11. 4 630 660 685
'"-:t
Beam 12 2 610 660 .110
Beam .13 1 690
Cylinder 3 6 1970 2210 2450
.Cylinder 7 2 3110 3275 3440
.......
'-Cylinder 10 8 2770 3260 3720
. ;~.~.
. Cylinder 28 5 3770 4200 4840
.&.U 1:1&&U. ,,"U 1:1&&
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Figure 2 Compression Stress-Strain Curve For Concrete Cylinders
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Figure 3 Tension Stress-Strain Curve - Reinforcing Bars
Figure 5 Instrumented Bar-Mat Prior to Pouring of Concrete
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Figure 4 Placement of Bar-Mat Reinforcement in
Continuously Reinforced Pavement
Figure 6 Pouring Concrete in Instrumented Test Area
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Figure 7 Instrumentation Plan-York Project
Figure 8 Installed Instrumented Bar-Mat Showing Instrumented Bars,
Uninstrumented Bars, and Crack-Former in Place
J .},~.:" ~
Figure 9 Bar Instrumented Two Feet Away from Crack, and Temperature Gage
Figure 10 Concrete Strainometers, as Fabricated, and with SR-4 Gages Applied
45
Figure II Placing of Concrete Strainometer in Test Panel
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Figure 12 Terminal Board Showing Lead Wire Connections F"igure 13 Terminal Board Ready for Gage Reading, Showing
Indicator Box and Jack Plugs Inserted into Board
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Figure 14 Short-Term Strain-Temperature Record for Instrumented Bar
Nearest Shoulder at Preformed Crack
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Figure 15 Strain-Temperature Record for First Fifty-Six Days of Pavement Life
for Instrumented Bar Nearest Shoulder, at Preformed Crack
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Figure 16 Transverse Distribution of local Maximum Strains Across Pavement
at Preformed Crack
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